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Sutra:
Further, because he speculates that all formations are changing in
nature, an “insight” flashes through his mind, leading him to deny
both existence and nonexistence. He cannot determine what is unreal
and what is real.
Commentary:
Further, because he speculates that all formations are changing in
nature… He further investigates the nature of the formations skandha. Because
the formations skandha has subtle movements, it is ever flowing and changing.
Then an “insight” flashes through his mind, leading him to deny both
existence and nonexistence. A mistaken insight occurs to him, and he decides
that existence and nonexistence are both invalid. Is this the Middle Way? No,
he doesn’t understand the ultimate meaning of the Middle Way. That’s why he
has no regard for the Middle Way. He only considers existence and nonexistence.
So he cannot determine what is unreal and what is real. Things are
neither unreal nor real. You say something is real, but he denies it. You say it’s
unreal, but he denies that too. Since he maintains that it’s neither real nor
unreal, he is at a loss.
Sutra:
Because of these speculations that deny both existence and
nonexistence after death, the future is murky to him and he cannot say
anything about it. Therefore, he will fall into externalism and become
confused about the Bodhi nature. This is the eighth external teaching,
which postulates confused theories that deny both existence and
nonexistence after death in the realm of the five skandhas.
Commentary:
Because of these various speculations which he made above that deny
both existence and nonexistence after death, the future is murky to
him and he cannot say anything about it. He says that after death there is
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both existence and nonexistence. He cannot perceive the future end of the
formations skandha. Since he cannot know it, there is nothing he can discuss, nothing
he can say. Therefore, he will fall into externalism by following an external
teaching, and he will become confused about the fundamental Bodhi nature.
This is the eighth external teaching, which postulates confused theories
that deny both existence and nonexistence after death in the realm of the
five skandhas. He says that after one dies, there is existence and yet no existence in
the realm of the five skandhas. Because his mind is utterly confused, he arrives at
this kind of theory.

Sutra:
Further, in his practice of samadhi, the good person’s mind is firm,
unmoving, and proper and can no longer be disturbed by demons. He can
thoroughly investigate the origin of all categories of beings and contemplate
the source of the subtle, fleeting, and constant fluctuation. But if he begins
to speculate that there is no existence after death, he could fall into error
with seven theories of the cessation of existence.
Commentary:
Further, in his practice of samadhi, the good person’s mind is firm,
unmoving, and proper and can no longer be disturbed by demons. The good
person who cultivates samadhi has developed solid samadhi power and a proper
mind, so the demons have no way to bother him.
He can thoroughly investigate the origin of all twelve categories of living
beings and contemplate the source of the subtle, fleeting, and constant
fluctuation. He contemplates their hidden, light, and ephemeral nature. At this
point, there are subtle fluctuations in the formations skandha. But if, since he cannot
perceive any state beyond the formations skandha, he begins to speculate that
there is no existence after death, he could fall into error with seven theories
of the cessation of existence. This person could come to believe in seven kinds
of cessation.
Sutra:
He may speculate that the body will cease to exist; or that when desire has
ended, there is cessation of existence; or that after suffering has ended,
there is cessation of existence; or that when bliss reaches an ultimate point,
there is cessation of existence; or that when renunciation reaches an ultimate
point, there is cessation of existence.
Commentary:
He may speculate that the body will cease to exist. He contemplates that in all
places where living beings have bodies, their bodies will eventually perish. These
places are the Four Great Continents—Jambudvipa in the south, Purvavideha in
the east, Aparagodaniya in the west, and Uttarakuru in the north—and also the Six
Desire Heavens.
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